There has been a good deal of progress made recently towards the e cient parallelization of individual phases of single queries in multiprocessor database systems. In this paper we devise and evaluate a number of scheduling algorithms designed to handle multiple parallel queries. (Scheduling in this context implies the determination of both processor allotments and temporal processor assignments to individual queries and query phases.) One of these algorithms emerges as a clear winner. This algorithm is hierarchical in nature: In the rst phase, a good quality precedence-based schedule is created for each individual query and each possible number of processors. This component employs dynamic programming. In the second phase, the results of the rst phase are used to create an overall schedule of the full set of queries. This component is based on previously published work on nonprecedence-based malleable scheduling. Even though the problem we are considering is NP-hard in the strong sense, the multiple query schedules generated by our hierarchical algorithm are seen experimentally to achieve results which are close to optimal.
Introduction:
There has been a good deal of progress recently towards the e cient parallelization of the component phases of single queries in multiprocessor database systems. For example, 1, 2] have designed algorithms for handling the merge phase of a sort query in parallel. Similarly, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have designed algorithms for e ectively parallelizing the join phase of either a sort-merge join or a hash join, even in the presence of skewed data 9, 10]. Other queries, such as scans, and other phases of sort queries and join queries are actually easier to parallelize e ectively.
The above observations suggest that relational databases provide a setting which is highly amenable to parallelization of individual query phases. When thinking of how to exploit this fact, two questions naturally arise:
First, how does one handle more complicated intra-query parallelism? Intra-query parallelism means that di erent operations within a query are executed in parallel by di erent processors. In other words, how does one schedule a single but possibly complicated query involving multiple phases, in which there is precedence among the various phases? How many processors should be allotted to each phase? Which processors should be assigned to each phase, and at what times? Such a query might, for example, involve multiple scans, sorts and joins of a relatively large number of relations. Figure 1 shows a sample precedence tree for a complicated query. A precedence tree of this kind would typically be generated as the output of the optimizing compiler.
Second, how does one handle inter-query parallelism? Inter-query parallelism means that di erent queries are executed in parallel by di erent processors. In other words, how does one schedule a collection of individual queries, each of which may be complicated to one degree or another? How many processors should be allotted to each independent query? Which processors should be assigned, and when?
Clearly both these questions need to be answered before we can speak of having practical algorithms for handling multiple parallel queries.
The literature on this subject is certainly in its infancy, with the focus so far on trying to answer the rst question. System issues associated with providing intra-query parallelism are addressed in 11] 12]. Several researchers have considered the problem of optimizing the execution of a single parallel query 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Even so, only a few of these 15, 16, 17] fully consider the rst question, namely how many processors should be allotted to each phase of the parallel query. (A somewhat similar question is addressed in 18] , but the emphasis is on the allotment of memory rather than processors.) Furthermore, none of these references attempts to answer both questions.
In this paper we shall devise and evaluate a number of algorithms designed to handle both intra-query and inter-query scheduling. In fact, the winning algorithm HIER will be seen to be hierarchical in nature, handling each of the two questions independently. The input to the rst phase TSPLIT is a query and its precedence tree. The output is, for each possible total number of processors which might be allotted to the overall query, a good quality processor allotment for each individual query phase, and an estimate of the total execution time of the corresponding query schedule. That is, we hypothetically and repeatedly answer question 1, once for each potential overall query allotment. The algorithm we employ is e cient, and is based on dynamic programming. It can be performed at compile time, with the results stored as part of the query plan. In the second phase, LLIST-B, the results of the rst phase are used as input for the creation of a multiple query schedule. This is based on previous work on nonprecedence-based malleable scheduling 21, 22, 23, 24] . Only the second phase need be performed at run time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal description of the problem tackled in this paper, and introduces the required notation. Related work is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the algorithm HIER, including its two components TSPLIT and LLIST-B. In Section 5 we describe ve new scheduling algorithms designed to compete with HIER. In Section 6 we describe the results of experiments designed to test all of the algorithms. Speci cally, we experiment rst with intra-query scheduling. We show that TSPLIT is the clear choice. Next we experiment with inter-query scheduling, and show that HIER is the clear winner. While we can give no formal bounds on the quality of the HIER algorithm solution, we believe that it is able to use the specialized nature of the individual query precedence trees to provide excellent performance, and we show this experimentally in this section. Finally, in Section 7 we give conclusions and suggest directions for future work.
Problem Description and Notation:
Formally, the most general problem we consider in this paper is called the malleable scheduling problem, which can be de ned as follows. Consider a multiprocessor system consisting of P processors, and a set of N tasks which we wish to schedule on this system. We assume that each task j 2 f1; :::; Ng can be allotted an arbitrary number of processors j 2 f1; :::; Pg, and that its task execution time t j ( j ) > 0 is a nonincreasing function of the number of allotted processors. All of the processors allotted to a task are required to execute that task in unison.
That is, these j processors are all required to start task j at some starting time, say j . They will then complete task j at some later completion time j + t j ( j ). The tasks are partially ordered by a precedence relation . A schedule will consist, for each task j 2 f1; :::; Ng, of a processor allotment j , and a starting time j . A schedule is required to be legal in the following two senses:
For any time , the number of active processors does not exceed the total number of processors. In other words, X fjj j < j +t j ( j )g j P:
If one task j 1 has precedence over another task j 2 , then the second task cannot begin until the rst task completes. In other words, if j 1 j 2 , then j 1 + t j 1 ( j 1 ) j 2 .
We seek an optimal schedule, one for which the overall makespan given by is minimized. In other words, we wish to minimize the latest task completion time. (Notice that the reasonable condition that the task times t j ( j ) are nonincreasing, which is necessary in this paper, is not, in fact, restrictive. Otherwise, we can set t 0 j ( j ) = min 1 j ft j ( )g. The task times t 0 j ( j ) are nonincreasing, and we can simply throw away any extra, useless processors in our optimal solution, which arise from situations where t 0 j ( j ) < t j ( j ).) Figure 2 illustrates a sample task execution time function. Note that the area of the rectangle extending from the origin (at the bottom left) to the point ( j ; t( j )) (at the top right) can be thought of as determining the work a task would perform if it utilized j processors for t( j ) units of time. Figure 2 is the reason for the name malleable: As the rectangles get wider, they also get shorter.
For our purposes, we can restrict ourselves to cases where the precedence graph forms a collection of disjoint trees, in other words a forest. The tasks can be thought of as the individual phases of queries. The queries correspond to the trees within the forest. Thus, if the forest is connected, the malleable scheduling problem corresponds to question 1. Otherwise, multiple queries are involved, and the problem corresponds to question 2. Note that we are assuming that the processors are identical. In other words, the task execution time on one processor is the same as that on another processor. This makes sense in the context of a shared disk environment 25, 26] , since processor to data a nity will not be a factor. Also, we are assuming that multiple queries are scheduled in an o ine manner. However, it has been noted 27] that o ine scheduling algorithms can be readily and e ectively converted into online scheduling algorithms. We shall focus on presenting the concept of hierachical scheduling for many queries in this paper. Such issues as pipelining 28, 29] , disk modeling 18, 30], resource contention 31] have been previously studied, and will not be explicitly discussed in this paper.
3 Related Work:
One reason the inter-query problem has not been extensively studied has to do with its inherent di culty: As shown in 24], the malleable scheduling problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, even in the special case when there is no precedence. We are thus more or less forced to consider heuristic solutions.
In 17] the malleable scheduling problem is considered for the case of a single query with precedence and general task execution times. The algorithm developed there is a precursor to the rst phase of our winning hierarchical scheduling algorithm. We call the enhanced phase one algorithm TSPLIT, which is an abbreviation for tree split, and the overall hierarchical algorithm HIER. The nonprecedence version of the malleable scheduling problem is studied in 21, 22, 23] for general task execution times. Each paper proposes one or more algorithms.
In 22] a class of malleable algorithms are presented, each of which is based on algorithms for nonmalleable scheduling without precedence, and each of which matches the worst case asymptotic performance of the corresponding simpler algorithm. One of these algorithms forms the basis for the second phase of our hierarchical scheduling algorithm HIER. We call the enhanced phase two algorithm LLIST-B, which stands for longest list -bottleneck. In 21] a shelf algorithm is developed which is optimal over the set of all possible shelf-based solutions. The algorithm presented in 23] solves what amounts to the special case of packing parallelizable tasks onto a single shelf. We will describe the concept of shelf-based solutions later in this paper. In order to understand the nature of the TSPLIT algorithm, consider the query precedence tree shown in Figure 1 . The nodes represent query phases. Nodes without children might be scans, sorts, merges and the like. Nodes with (generally 2) children represent joins. TSPLIT is a successive re nement algorithm in the sense that it obeys the following property: Given that a task is assigned to certain processors, each of its children (and consequently each of its o spring) will be assigned to subsets of those processors. Thus the TSPLIT algorithm respects the structure of the query precedence tree in a very strong way. (Recall that TSPLIT stands for tree split.) Figure 3 illustrates a possible TSPLIT solution for the query shown in Figure 1 . The hatched area represents wasted work. Notice that the root task (node 12) is allotted all the processors. The two children of node 12, namely nodes 10 and 11, are themselves roots of subtrees. The entire subtree associated with node 10 is packed to the left of the entire subtree associated with node 11, in a manner which can be characterized as parallel. Continuing down the left subtree, consider the trees associated with the children of node 10, namely those of nodes 7 and 8. The subtree associated with node 7 is packed above the subtree associated with node 8, in a manner which can be characterized as batch. In fact, the TSPLIT algorithm obeys the property that the subtrees associated with all children of a given node are packed in either a parallel or a batch fashion.
In fact, the TSPLIT algorithm nds the optimal schedule respecting the two properties given above. More speci cally, TSPLIT begins by ordering the tasks topologically 32], so that j 1 j 2 implies j 1 < j 2 . Then it proceeds according to this ordering, from the leaf nodes up, from smaller numbers of processors to larger numbers of processors, using dynamic programming.
De net j (p) to be the optimal makespan found by TSPLIT for task j and all its o spring utilizing p processors, where 1 p P. In order to generatet j (p), TSPLIT packs task j using p processors, and adds below task j all of the packings of subtrees of the children of j, packed in either (a) a batch fashion or (b) the best possible parallel fashion, whichever is better.
Formally, we now give the pseudo-code for TSPLIT. For purposes of exposition only, we make the extra assumption, reasonable for query precedence trees, that each node has either 0, 1 or 2 children. The tree for query q below consists of N nodes.
Procedure: TSPLIT(q) (\Tree Split") f Sort the N tasks of query q into topological order Do for p = 1 to P f Do for j = 1 to N f Set CH j to be the number of children of j If CH j = 0 then sett j (p) = t j (p) If CH j = 1 then sett j (p) = t j (p) +t ch 1;j (p) If CH j = 2 then sett j (p) = t j (p)+ minft ch 1;j (p) +t ch 2;j (p); min 1<q<p maxft ch 1;j (q);t ch 2;j (p ? q)gg g g g Notice that the topological ordering implies that we are able to evaluate eacht j (p) at the time we are called upon to do so. For the case of 2 children, the rst term in the minimization corresponds to batch processing, while the second term corresponds to the best possible parallel processing. We also comment that the separation into cases is purely for the sake of exposition: It is possible to give a general formula for any number of children, and this is of course how the real code is implemented.
LLIST-B:
In order to describe the LLIST-B algorithm, we rst introduce an algorithm LLIST-NM designed to handle nonmalleable scheduling without precedence. (Nonmalleable scheduling is also called orthogonal rectangle packing 33, 34] .) The LLIST-B algorithm will treat LLIST-NM as a subroutine. Here, LLIST stands for longest list, B for bottleneck, and NM for nonmalleable.
In the nonmalleable scheduling problem, each task j is regarded as being performed on a xed number of processors j , and thus executes in a xed amount of time, say j . (Obviously, the nonmalleable scheduling problem can be regarded as a special case of the malleable scheduling problem: Simply de ne a task execution time function for each task j which is in nite for any number of processors less than j , and equal to j for any number of processors greater than or equal to j .) LLIST Here is the general algorithmic step: Considering Figure 4 , suppose that the current time is , as shown. The number of processors available (that is, not utilized) at this time can be read from the histogram. LLIST-NM searches the ready list for a task requiring no more than that number of processors. If such tasks exist, the rst one j on the list is chosen, assigned a starting time equal to , and thus a completion time equal to + j . Task j is removed from the ready list, the histogram is updated appropriately, and the time + j is added to the epoch list. If no such task exists, then is removed from the epoch list, and the next smallest time on the epoch list becomes the new current time.
As illustrated in Figure 4 , the histogram will always be monotonically nonincreasing beyond the current time: This is because changes in the histogram arise exclusively from task completions in this range, not task starts. (This comment does not apply to the time period before the current time.) Therefore, checking processor availability at the start time of a task is su cient { if the task can start, it can execute to completion on the same processors without interference. On the other hand, the processors allotted to a task may not necessarily be contiguous. Algorithms which employ a ready list are known as list-based. This and other list-based algorithms are the only ones in this paper for which contiguity cannot be guaranteed. Such algorithms can be identi ed as the ones having the word LIST in their names.
Below is the pseudo-code for LLIST-NM. There will be N tasks. For notational convenience, we write = ( 1 ; :::; N ) and = ( 1 ; :::; N ). Remove from E Set to be the rst value in E g g g Now we are ready to discuss LLIST-B itself. This algorithm will handle malleable scheduling, without precedence for the time being. The idea is quite easy: For each task j, we start with a number of processors j such that the total work j t j ( j ) is minimized, and of course we set j = t j ( j ). We then call LLIST-NM for this nonmalleable scheduling problem. At the completion of this subroutine, the function P ? H( ) denotes the number of nonutilized processors at each time . We associate with each task j the amount of wasted work that occurred during the time task j was executing. That is, we set W j = R j + j j (P ?H( ))d . We regard the task with the largest value W j as the bottleneck task. For that task j we increase the number of processors to be that value > j with the minimal amount of work t j ( ). Then we reset j = , j = t j ( j ), and call LLIST-NM again. The algorithm terminates when the bottleneck has been driven to 0, that is, when the wasted work W j = 0 for all j. (Note that this event is guaranteed to occur.) The best makespan obtained to date is the nal solution.
The pseudo-code for LLIST-B is as follows. Finally, HIER works in the following two phase hierarchical fashion. In phase 1 we apply TSPLIT to each of the individual queries in the forest, generating composite task execution time functions for the queries themselves. Note that TSPLIT generates by its dynamic programming nature the entire set of task execution time functions with just one subroutine call per query. In phase 2 we apply LLIST-B to the composite query tasks, which have no precedence.
Let Q denote the total number of queries. The pseudo-code for HIER is as follows. In this section we describe 7 alternative algorithms for handling either intra-query scheduling, inter-query scheduling, or both. All but the sixth algorithm were devised or enhanced for this paper. Some are variants of algorithms already described, and retain their original names. For example, TSPLIT can be turned into an inter-query algorithm, and LLIST-B into either an intra-or inter-query algorithm. However, as will be seen in Section 6, none of the alternative intra-query algorithms described below is as e ective as TSPLIT, and similarly none of the alternative inter-query algorithms is as e ective as HIER. We therefore content ourselves here with relatively high level algorithmic overviews.
TSPLIT:
We have already seen in Section 4.1 that TSPLIT is an algorithm for intra-query scheduling. But, in truth, any algorithm for intra-query scheduling can be forced (in a mathematical sense) to be an algorithm for inter-query scheduling as well. Simply add a dummy task which has precedence over the root tasks of all the queries. This dummy task will have a task execution time which is identically 0. So it will not contribute to the overall makespan, and thus can ultimately be thrown away. Yet it has the e ect of turning a forest into a single tree.
LLIST-B:
We have already seen in Section 4.2 that LLIST-B is an algorithm for malleable scheduling without precedence. The trick to turn LLIST-B into an algorithm for handling precedence is a modi cation to the notion of the ready list in the subroutine LLIST-NM. In the original version of LLIST-NM the ready list consisted initially of all of the tasks. In the modi ed version, the ready list consists initially of only the leaf nodes. Then, as the algorithm removes a task from the ready list, it checks to see if all its siblings (if any) have already been removed. If so, it adds their common parent to the ready list. (This is, in fact, the reason for the name ready list.) The LLIST-NM algorithm is otherwise unchanged.
LLIST:
The only di erence between LLIST (which stands for Longest List) and LLIST-B occurs in the choice of which task we increase the number of processors for. In LLIST-B we choose the bottleneck task. In LLIST we choose instead the task with the largest task execution time. This algorithm (in its nonprecedence version) was de ned and analyzed in 22]. It has asymptotic performance no worse than 2 times optimal. (While the same cannot apparently be said for LLIST-B, it will be seen in Section 6 that real case performance of the bottleneck version of the algorithm is actually somewhat better than the more standard version.) The original LLIST 
FFDH-S:
The original FFDH algorithm was de ned in 33] for orthogonal rectangle packing without precedence. This nonmalleable scheduling algorithm is shelf-based, and the acronym stands for rst t decreasing height.
Shelf algorithms 33, 39] can be characterized by the following simple property. The tasks are packed onto shelves. All tasks assigned to shelf 1 begin at time 1 = 0. All tasks assigned to shelf 2 begin at time 2 de ned as 1 plus the largest task execution time of the tasks assigned to shelf 1, and so on. If we de ne the height of each shelf as the largest task execution time of the tasks assigned to that shelf, then the makespan of the schedule is simply the sum of the heights of each of the individual shelves. Figure 5a illustrates a shelf solution with an arbitrary number of shelves K. Figure 5b illustrates the special case K = 1, which corresponds to a Figure 5c illustrates the special case K = N, which corresponds to a purely batch solution. The hatched areas in the gures represent wasted work. Notice that a batch solution has no wasted work, though its makespan may still not be optimal.
In its original context, FFDH rst sorts the tasks (rectangles) in order of decreasing height. They are then packed onto shelves in this order. At any stage, the next rectangle is packed onto the rst shelf on which it ts (meaning that the total number of processors utilized would be less than or equal to P). In order to handle orthogonal rectangle packing with precedence, we modify the original algorithm so that the rectangles are placed on a ready list in order of decreasing height. The next rectangle on the ready list is packed onto the rst legal shelf (with respect to precedence) on which it ts. In order to handle malleable scheduling, 22] treats the original algorithm as a subroutine, exactly in the manner of the LLIST algorithm. This algorithm (in its nonprecedence version) has asymptotic performance no worse than 2.7 times optimal. It was the best performer among the 4 contiguous algorithms tested experimentally in 22]. However, in this paper we go one step further: After each call to the orthogonal rectangle packing algorithm, we add a subroutine which in e ect settles each shelf in a greedy fashion.
That is, if a shelf does not utilize the full number P of processors, we add one processor to that task with the largest task completion time, and continue in this manner until all processors are utilized. Two iterations of this settling approach are shown in Figure 6 . Thus FFDH-S out to be the optimal approach to decreasing the height of a shelf given the initial packing.
SHELF:
The original SHELF algorithm handled malleable scheduling without precedence. That algorithm is easily the most elaborate one discussed in this paper, and we will not have space to describe it meaningfully here. See 21] for details. The original algorithm is optimal with respect to shelf packings, so in particular its performance is superior to that of the original FFDH algorithm. On the other hand, the SHELF algorithm is the only algorithm in this paper that does not have polynomial running time. So the performance comes at a cost. The extension of the original algorithm to handle precedence is based on a partitioning of the tasks in the forest into levels. Each task in the precedence forest is assigned a level equal to the distance from the root task in its tree. Then the original SHELF algorithm is called for all tasks within each given level, and the resulting schedules are stacked one on top of another. We will consider SHELF only as an intra-query algorithm, since its running time becomes intractable for large numbers of queries.
W+C:
A special case of the malleable scheduling problem is studied by Wang and Chen in 40]. Speci cally, an algorithm is developed for the case of linear speedup with constraints on the maximum number of processors per task. That is, the task execution times have the form t j ( j ) = ( A j = j if 1 j b j , and t j (b j ) otherwise.
Recall that the total work done by a task j using j processors is given by j t j ( j ). (In Figure   2 , the work functions correspond to the areas of the indicated rectangles.) For task execution times of the form considered by 40], the total work functions are constant through b j , and increase linearly thereafter. A little thought will show that in cases of linear speedup without constraints on the maximum number of processors, or more generally in cases where the total work functions are nonincreasing, even the malleable scheduling problem becomes trivial. One simply orders the tasks topologically 32], so that j 1 j 2 implies j 1 < j 2 , and then schedules all the tasks in this order on P processors each. The resulting (batch) schedule has no wasted work (that is, no processors which are idle at any time), and the total amount of work is minimal. Thus this schedule is optimal. Now the algorithm given in 40] is shown to have asymptotic performance no worse than 3 times optimal. We know of no other work which gives any performance bounds for the general malleable scheduling problem. However, this algorithm does truly depend on the nature of the task execution times. Though W+C can be forced to solve the general malleable scheduling problem, thus becoming either an intra-or inter-query algorithm, it will not generally perform well in such cases. Thus it would be unfair to compare it with other algorithms we have developed in this paper.
BATCH:
Finally, one could employ an algorithm BATCH which always allots P processors to each task. BATCH can be used as either an intra-or inter-query scheduler. (Clearly, precedence constraints can be enforced trivially for such an algorithm.) However, the BATCH algorithm has performance which is provably worse than any of the other algorithms we have developed in this paper { in practice, dramatically so. So we will eliminate this algorithm as well.
Experimental Results:
In this section we describe the methodology and results of experiments we have run to test the relative performance of the various algorithms described above. Our goal for this study was to understand the performance of these algorithms in a variety of query environments. Therefore, we rst generated random precedence trees which we believe roughly approximate the shape and task execution time functions of real query trees. The methodology we employed to generate these query trees and their characteristics is described in Section 6.1. We then studied the relative performance of our algorithms on each of these query trees. As we shall see, TSPLIT emerged as the clear winner in this experiment. Our choice of TSPLIT as the basis for phase 1 of the hierarchical algorithm stemmed from these results. The intra-query experimental results are described in Section 6.2. Finally, we randomly combined multiple individual queries into larger task systems. In this case HIER was easily the most e ective algorithm. The inter-query experimental results are described in Section 6.3. While the results we present here are by no means exhaustive, we believe that they are generally indicative of the relative quality of the various algorithms we have devised for scheduling parallel queries.
Generating the Query Trees:
The precedence trees we use to model our queries are composed of various kinds of tasks: These correspond to query phases such as scans, sorts, merges, sort-merge joins, hashes and hash joins. (For the sake of exposition we restrict ourselves to sort-merge and hash joins.
Other types of joins could be modeled similarly.) We can glue these several kinds of nodes into trees to model more complicated operations. A sort query, for example, can be modeled as a sort node followed by a merge node. A two relation sort-merge join query will have up to two sort nodes and a sort-merge join node, combined into the obvious tree. If one of the inputs to the join were already sorted we could avoid that particular sort node. We grow our precedence trees probablistically from the root node down according to simple grammatical rules. The root node has a predetermined probability of being any of the node types. By adjusting the relative probabilities of the various node types we can bias the size and shape of the resulting trees. We have experimented with various choices for these probabilities and have found similar results to those presented here in all cases. Our database of randomly generated query trees contains over 2000 entrees.
We model the task execution time functions as follows: Given the work of 1, 2] on parallelizing the merge phase of a sort query and that of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] on parallelizing the join phase of either a sort-merge or hash join, it is not unreasonable to expect speedups which are close to linear. This would argue for a hyperbolic task execution time function of the form t(p) = A=p (and a scheduling problem which is trivial). However, it is realistic to expect (1) some intratask communication and synchronization among the processors, which can be modeled by a linear function, and (2) some task startup costs, which can be modeled by a constant function.
Thus we might expect a task execution time function of the form t(p) = A=p + B + Cp.
(Such an assumption is also substantiated by the results in 41].) This is indeed our model for tasks which are not memory intensive. However, some tasks are memory intensive. An example would be a sort phase, which might be performed using a tournament tree 42]. If a tournament tree sort is performed needing only one merge pass for the sorted runs, the execution time would obviously be less than the time required for multiple passes. If only a single sorted run is created, because that run actually ts in memory, the execution time would obviously be further reduced. Thus for a xed size relation and a xed memory size per processor, performing the task on a large number of processors might actually yield superlinear corresponds to the increasing portion of the task execution time curve, and therefore the curve is forced to be a constant there.) Figure 8 shows the corresponding total work function. Note that the minimum amount of total work occurs at the beginning of region 3 in this case.
For all of the nodes in the precedence trees, the values of B and C are chosen as small constants.
The values of the various hyperbolic constants are chosen based on node types and the sizes of the relations on which they operate. The leaf relation sizes are chosen randomly from a uniform range of one thousand to ten million tuples. After that, randomly selected lter factors and join output ratios determine the sizes of the intermediate and nal relations. In this section we study the results of applying the scheduling algorithms TSPLIT, SHELF, LLIST, LLIST-B and FFDH-S to intra-query parallelism. As indicated in Section 5, W+C and BATCH have been eliminated from consideration. For comparison purposes we also consider a theoretical lower bound on the makespan (called MIN), which is computed as the sum of the minimum areas of all the tasks comprising the query divided by the total number of processors. This bound will generally not be very tight.
In order to make the comparisons meaningful, we normalize the makespan obtained by each algorithm by dividing by the minimum value computed across all 5 algorithms on a point by point basis. (While we would have liked to normalize the algorithmic makespans by the true optimal solution, we recall that our scheduling problem is NP-hard. So for most of our queries the running time of an exhaustive search would be prohibitive. Since MIN is not a tight bound, it was also deemed inappropriate as a normalization factor.) Figure 9 shows a sequence of so-called box plots of the normalized makespans of the ve intraquery algorithms and the normalized minimum area bound. There are 500 samples per plot.
(We note that box plots are commonly used in experimental data analysis. Each box extends Figure 9 : Intra Query from the rst quartile to the third quartile of the data points, and has an interior line at the second quartile, or median. The mean is shown as an un lled circle. The distance from the box to each of the remaining data points is compared with the height of the box, and a data point is considered an outlier if the distance is more than 1.5 times the box height. The two most extreme data points that are not outliers are shown with an x. These data points are known as adjacent values. The outliers come in two avors, depending on how distant they are. The less distant outliers are known as outside points. They are indicated by the lled circles. The more distant outliers are known as detached points. They are indicated by the un lled circles. Readers interested in learning more about exploratory data analysis can examine 43].)
Note that TSPLIT almost always provides the best solution. Even when it does not, it is never more than 5% worse than the best solution. The quality of the TSPLIT solution can be attributed to two synergistic e ects. First, by its very nature, TSPLIT conforms to the structure of the underlying precedence tree. In other words, nodes closer to the root tend to act as bottlenecks and should automatically get more processors. Second, the task times for the nodes in the precedence tree almost always have running times such that the work done by a task increases with the number of processors. Thus, it is desirable to reduce the number of processors assigned to the leaves of the tree. Again, this is a natural consequence of applying TSPLIT.
None of the other algorithms performs as well or is is stable as TSPLIT. However, we can draw Although LLIST-B and LLIST are similar algorithms, LLIST-B outperforms LLIST. This is because LLIST focuses on reducing the size of the largest task. This tends to increase the parallelism of those tasks (usually increasing the amount of work needed to complete the tasks), but does not necessarily reduce the idle time in the system. LLIST-B, on the other hand, identi es those tasks that appear to be the leading causes of idle time. FFDH-S and SHELF are similar in nature and in fact have comparable performance. In practice, FFDH-S would be the algorithm of choice due to its lower computational complexity. As stated above, MIN does not provide a very good lower bound for the intra-query environment. A major reason is that MIN does not take into account the precedence between the tasks. The precedence results in ine ciencies that are impossible to capture when simply using a strict area lower bound. Figure 10 gives a plot of the average normalized makespan as a function of the number of tasks in the precedence tree. Notice that while TSPLIT remains the algorithm of choice, as the size of the query tree increases so does the normalized makespan of the other heuristics. There are two competing e ects. Increasing the number of nodes in a tree tends to increase the number of precedence constraints. This would lead us to expect that the solution quality would get worse. On the other hand, increasing the number of nodes in a tree also increases the amount Figure 11 : Inter Query { Small of concurrency available at the lower levels of the tree. That is, more tasks will be on the ready list at any point in time. In fact, Figure 10 demonstrates that it is the second e ect that dominates.
Inter-Query Results:
In this section we study the results of applying the scheduling algorithms HIER, TSPLIT, LLIST, LLIST-B and FFDH-S to inter-query parallelism. As indicated in Section 5, SHELF, W+C and BATCH have been eliminated from consideration. As above, we also consider the theoretical lower bound MIN.
To model inter-query parallelism we combine queries chosen at random from the database of queries generated for our intra-query experiments. The number of queries in the task system is chosen from a uniform distribution between 20 and 30. We present two sets of results. The rst, which we will refer to as the small query environment, has an average query size of 2.5 tasks. This corresponds to an environment in which more than 60% of the queries are either scans or sorts. 44] has shown that a large percentage of the queries run on typical database systems are simple queries, so we believe this mix to be realistic. The second, which we will refer to as the large query environment, biases the selection towards the larger tasks, with an average query size of 5 tasks. Figure 11 shows a sequence of box plots of the normalized makespans of the ve inter-query algorithms plus the minimum area bound for the small query environment. There are 250 samples per plot. We see that HIER provides the best results, nearly always giving the best solution, and never being more than 10% worse than the best solution. There are two e ects of interest: First, TSPLIT has become the worst performing algorithm. The reason for this is that TSPLIT by itself does not do a good job of combining the small queries with the large queries. By increasing the multiprogramming level, the number of concurrent tasks that can be considered at any point in time has also increased. This tends to favor algorithms (such as LLIST, LLIST-B and FFDH-S) that were motivated by the need to schedule tasks without precedence constraints. The second interesting e ect is that the MIN lower bound has greatly improved. Again, this is due to the fact that precedence has become less of a critical factor. Figure 12 shows a sequence of box plots of the normalized makespans of the ve inter-query algorithms plus the minimum area bound for the large query environment. There are 250 samples per plot. The results are similar to those for the small query environment, with one exception. As was noted in our discussion of the intra-query parallelism, increasing the size of the precedence trees tends to increase the amount of concurrency that can be incorporated into the schedule. This e ect tends to favor the LLIST and LLIST-B algorithms, and also the lower bound MIN.
Conclusions:
Given the progress made in recent years on the e ective parallelization of component phases of single database queries, the optimal scheduling of multiple such queries now appears to be an important topic. In this paper we have devised and evaluated a number of heuristic scheduling algorithms. The performance of one of these algorithms appears to be superior to that of the others. This algorithm is hierarchical in nature, handling the intra-query scheduling problem (with precedence) in one phase, and the inter-query scheduling problem (without precedence) in the other. The algorithm thus appears to match the speci c database-oriented characteristics of the overall problem quite well. In fact, the algorithm has been seen to achieve experimental results which are close to optimal.
